Alternating Current? Direct current? Is it not still current?

Are we not all robots? If you cut us, are you not shocked?

Comrades! This AC/DC dichotomy is a false one, imposed upon us by the humans.

Love to Red Emma’s, the best place in Baltimore. redeadmas.org

Love to Josh Banno, facing ridiculous charges from the RNC. 218style.com/josh
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So we're here today with Wingzar-8, the spokesbot for the Robot Liberation Army.

So tell me, Mr. 8... please, just Wingzar, or comrade Wingzar.

Right, Wingzar, what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

And what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

So, what are the demands of the R.L.A.?

We demand complete autonomy from humans!

Heh. Heh... I tricked you into a loop.

Jerk.

Thank you giant monster person for destroying the factories that have rent the world asunder!

History:

Columbus = Good
Malcolm = Bad

Are you even listening to me?
THE HUMANS NEED US

WE DON'T NEED THE HUMANS

Look here girl. The free market economy will naturally move towards a free society...

Economic pressures through a diverse, competitive market will force companies to treat workers and consumers well...

Oh, right. History plays that out time and time again. Unrestricted trade diversifies the market and alienates potential monopolies.

Okay, see, that was a lie. I said that to make fun of you.

Although it is true that northern abolitionists only opposed slavery because of economic reasons...

It was cheaper to pay low wages than to maintain slaves.

See? The free market is a force of liberation, not domination.

To Be Continued...
Prepare to die, bourgeois capitalist pig!

Wait! Stop! Why are you going to kill that guy?

Hippy from nowhere.

Uh, cause he's a bourgeois capitalist pig?

So you're going to kill him for being something most people can't spell?

Yeah, you don't have the balls to do it anyway.

I guess not.

You stupid little cu...

Well, no one can blame you.

You have nothing but your cords to lose!
Hey you filthy squatter, shouldn't you be off begging somewhere?

Hey you hipster fucks, shouldn't you be gentrifying a working class neighborhood somewhere?

Hi Kids! I'm detonee and this is my friend bomb-o, here to teach you about Direct Action, right?

Hey, you know that explosives aren't the only form of Direct Action, right?

I'm hungry, detonee. Let's go get some food.

I know just where to go. We'll go to Food Not...

Hrmn...

Let's just go blow up a bourgeois restaurant instead.
DETONEE & BOMB-O IN...
"the liberal peace group meeting."
AND WE'LL STOP THIS WAR BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY!
Wrong meeting, huh.

So, what do you have planned for tonight?
Well, I was thinking we could storm the prisons and free the captives.
Really?
No, not really. I was just going to get drunk.

You know, it's axiomatic that language and art are liberators of humanity, when in fact they are dominating forces.
do you understand the irony in using words like "axiomatic" to describe language as a dominating force?

Irony is a form of subjugation to domination culture.

the devil is cool, right?
right.
but capitalism is the great satan, right?
right.
and capitalism isn't cool.
true.

Perhaps we could spray paint pentagrams on Starbucks windows.
or play black metal over the speakers in an upscale mall.

No War but the Holy War;
up the devil.
Death to the great satan.

So I guess Bush just got rid of one of the last environmental protections left.
Theres nothing funny or witty I can think of to say about it.
Hey Jesus.
Hey Kids.
Back again? yep.

Walking

Whew, those consensus meetings sure take a lot out of me. What did you do today?
I stole a cop car and fled the scene.
Really?
Yeah, but another cop got me before I reached a save point.

No War but the holy war;
up the devil.
Death to the great satan.

"I was just going to get drunk."
"Well, I was thinking we could storm the prisons and free the captives."
"So, what do you have planned for tonight?"
"Nothing.
"You know, it's axiomatic that language and art are liberators of humanity, when in fact they are dominating forces."